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Get 15% off all-new Adobe Acrobat DC*
When you purchase 6 or more by November 27, 2015
The next release of Acrobat just got better. The all-new Acrobat DC is a breakthrough
in workforce productivity. It’s packed with smart tools so that end users can now
instantly create, edit and sign PDFs; export PDFs to Microsoft Office; and magically
clean up document images. For IT, Acrobat DC provides unmatched security and
streamlined deployment and management while integrating with and extending your
Microsoft investments, including Windows 10. Buy Acrobat DC on your desktop. Or
subscribe to get desktop software, mobile apps and Adobe Document Cloud services.
For the workforce
Instantly edit scanned documents—Turn paper scans into editable PDFs with automatic font matching
so new edits blend right in.
Offer applies to Transactional
Licensing Program (TLP),
Cumulative Licensing
Program (CLP) and
Value Incentive Plan (VIP)
buying options.

For more information
CLP, TLP and VIP program
details:
www.adobe.com/aboutadobe/
volumelicensing
To learn more about this
limited-time promotion to
get 15% off Adobe Acrobat DC
with the purchase of 6 or more,
contact an authorized Adobe
licensing reseller.

Create protected PDFs—Create high-quality PDF files from Acrobat or popular Microsoft Office apps.
Add restrictions to prevent others from copying, editing or printing sensitive information.
Edit PDF text and images—Use a familiar point-and-click interface to edit PDF documents intuitively—
right within Acrobat.
Export PDFs to Office—Convert PDFs to Word, Excel or PowerPoint formats while preserving fonts,
formatting and layouts.

For IT
Simplify software management and reduce compliance risk—Subscribe to easily deploy, manage and
add new seats through the VIP Admin Console. Keep software costs predictable, and get access to the
latest innovations via continuous releases.
Help protect systems and networks—Protect data and systems with multiple built-in defenses and
advanced security techniques, such as sandboxing.
Streamline deployment—Simplify deployment and updates with support for Microsoft SCCM/SCUP and
Apple Remote Desktop, and use the Adobe Customization Wizard for fast installation and configuration.
Integrate with and extend Microsoft investments—Get support for Microsoft Windows 7 and 8 and now
Windows 10. Give users direct access to Acrobat functionality so they can open, edit and save PDF files
from Office and SharePoint libraries.

Hurry and take advantage of this great offer! Contact an authorized Adobe licensing
reseller today.

FAQs
Q: What is the offer?
A:	This offer is available to Adobe commercial and government customers worldwide who purchase
six or more copies of Acrobat Standard DC or Acrobat Pro DC via CLP, TLP or VIP. Customers who
purchase six or more full or upgrade perpetual licenses or six or more new or renewal subscriptions
of Acrobat Standard DC or Acrobat Pro DC through Adobe resellers or distributors between
September 14, 2015 and November 27, 2015 will receive a 15% discount.
Q: What qualifies to meet the six or more threshold?
A:	Customers may mix and match orders to qualify to meet the six or more threshold in one order. TLP
and CLP orders can include any combination of new or upgrade licenses for Acrobat Standard DC or
Acrobat Pro DC. VIP orders can include any combination of new and/or renewal seats. However,
customers won’t be able to meet the threshold by mixing and matching through different buying
programs such as buying some seats via CLP and some seats via VIP.
Q: Will VIP renewals qualify for the promotion?
A:	VIP renewals purchased through a channel reseller or the Adobe call center of six or more seats
during the promotional time will also qualify for the promotional pricing.
Q: 	Can I order add-on VIP seats after the promotion ends and still get the promotional pricing?
A:	VIP seats purchased through a channel reseller or Adobe call center of any quantity after the
promotion ends will NOT qualify for the promotional pricing.
Q: Will I get price lock for my VIP order?
A:	No. When you renew your VIP seats on the VIP Anniversary Date, you will pay regular pricing.
Q: Which customers qualify for this promotion?
A:	Commercial and government customers worldwide are eligible for this promotion.
Q: Why should I take advantage of this offer now?
A:	Acrobat DC is packed with smart tools that give users even more power to create, edit, sign and
manage PDF documents. For IT, Acrobat DC provides unmatched security and streamlined
deployment and management while integrating with and extending your Microsoft investments.
Q: Is Acrobat DC compatible with Windows 10?
A:	Acrobat DC now includes Windows 10 support.
Q: 	I s it true that Adobe will no longer support Acrobat X perpetual after November 15, 2015?
A:	Yes. To continue receiving product updates and security patches after November 15, 2015, Acrobat X
perpetual customers should upgrade. With this promotion, Acrobat X customers can upgrade now to
Acrobat DC at upgrade prices and receive an additional 15% off when they buy six or more, while
also getting the latest features; security technology; and OS, virtualization and device support.
Q: 	Which perpetual versions of Acrobat are eligible for upgrade pricing for Acrobat DC?
A:	Acrobat X and Acrobat XI customers are eligible to purchase upgrade licenses at a savings of up
to 45% off full licenses. Buy now and save an additional 15% on your upgrade of six or more in
one order.

*Offer starts on September 14, 2015 at 12 a.m. PST and expires on November 27, 2015 at 11:59 p.m. Offer available for commercial and government
customers worldwide. Adobe is providing a 15% discount to Adobe’s channel partners for purchases by customers of six or more units of full or
upgrade versions of Acrobat Standard DC or Acrobat Pro DC and new or renewal VIP subscriptions of six or more seats. Valid only for CLP, TLP or
VIP purchases via an authorized Adobe distributor or reseller. For CLP and TLP customers, Acrobat Standard DC and Acrobat Pro DC products may
be combined for an order of six or more units if purchased in the same sales transaction. Qualifying orders must be via a single buying program.
For VIP customers, orders may include new and renewal seats in a single transaction. For new VIP enrollments, 12-month commitment required,
prepaid in advance. VIP seats added after the promotion end date will not be eligible for the promotional pricing. At the renewal date of the VIP
subscription, customers will be automatically billed at the standard subscription rate, unless they elect to change or cancel their subscription. CLP,
TLP and VIP offers not available to Education customers.
General Terms: Valid only for eligible persons who are 18+. Residents or persons in embargoed countries or countries subject to U.S. or local
export restrictions are not eligible. Since Adobe’s products and services are distributed through Adobe resellers or other channel partners or
entities (“Partners”), Adobe cannot and does not guarantee that any end user will receive any particular discount. Adobe does not set the pricing
that channel partners charge customers, and Adobe cannot guarantee any particular price to customers. Actual license fees for each end user are
determined by the Partners. Prices quoted are estimated street prices only. Offer and prices subject to change without notice due to unforeseen
circumstances. Offer may not be assigned, exchanged, sold, transferred, combined or redeemed for cash or other goods and services not expressly
stated here as included. Subject to availability where the recipient resides. Additional terms and conditions may apply. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED
OR RESTRICTED BY LAW.
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